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Together with a presentation of these results,
much information on other interesting infra-
structure projects that are part of the network,
was shared between the delegates. In addition, a
discussion on the future of the NETLIPSE net-
work took place, resulting in a culmination of
possibilities to be discussed at a later date.
Besides the formal programme of the network
meeting, our Polish hosts organised a very
special theatre visit as well as enjoyable dinners.

All knowledge teams are now in the process of
researching the projects that have become part
of the NETLIPSE research group. All research
should be completed by the end of October
2007, so that the first results can be discussed at
the next network meeting on Monday 5 and
Tuesday 6 November 2007 in Lisbon, Portugal.
For more information on the NETLIPSE project
and network meetings, please see the NETLIPSE
website: www.netlipse.eu._

Tell us something about your background
please.
I graduated in civil enineering at the Technical
University of Delft in 1971. After graduation
I started my career at Rijkswaterstaat (a
Directorate-General of the Ministry of Transport,
Public Works and Water Management) and
continued to work there ever since.
Rijkswaterstaat is responsible for the realisation
and management of the public infrastructure of
highways, waterways and water systems.
Furthermore, Rijkswaterstaat is responsible
for the use of motor- and waterways (traffic
management).

I gained experience in both water management
as well as in infrastructure in all stages of
Rijkswaterstaat. This includes policy making
activities, management and maintenance, man-
agement roles at water management and public
works. Since 2003 I am CEO of the civil engi-
neering department which is responsible for con-
tracting, project management and constructions.

What has been your involvement in major infra-
structure projects?
From 1988 till 1998 I was a Managing Director
of several construction works, such as motor-
ways, bridges, tunnels and a storm surge barrier.
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Interview with Leendert Bouter,
Ministry of Transport, Public Works and
Water Management Netherlands (V&W)

Leendert Bouter

n e t w o r k i n g k n ow l e d g e

Newsletter #2: the first research results presented
In this newsletter you will find a short overview of the first
research results as presented during the second network meeting in
Warsaw, hosted by the Polish Road and Bridge Research Institute in
February 2007.
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Between 1998 and 2000 I became the Project Director of
the Betuweroute, which is a project for the realisation of
a dedicated freight railway. You will read more about
this project in this newsletter as the Betuweroute was one
of the pilot projects to be researched. Between 2000 and
2004 I managed the Dutch High Speed Line from
Amsterdam to Belgium (HSL-South), another project
that is part of the NETLIPSE research group.

How did you become involved in NETLIPSE?
With all my experiences with managing projects I won-
dered “what is/are the key factor(s) to reach a successful
project result?” This resulted in a collaboration with
Marcel Hertogh (CEO AT Osborne and NETLIPSE
Project Manager) started a benchmark of best practices of
the Betuweroute, the HSL-South, the A73 motorway (the
Netherlands), the Lötschberg tunnel and the Gotthard

tunnel (Switzerland) in
2002. Building further on
the first, preliminary
results of that benchmark
the idea arose to expand
the benchmark in a
broader European
perspective. This is how

NETLIPSE was set up and how the NETLIPSE
consortium was formed. A proposal for the NETLIPSE
benchmark, including a request for support and funds,
was sent to the European Union and the support and
funds were granted in 2006.

What have you learned so far?
The main issue learned so far is that the core of good
project management is: “do not create false expectations
about the project results and be clear and predictable,
with the help of regular prognoses, about the end result
throughout the project execution.” An instrument to do
this is continuing risk management that gives an up-to-
date profile about the effects of uncertainties (risks) with
regard to many aspects of the project at any given time.

It seems that only approximately 20% of aspects that
have an influence on the final project result consist of
technical issues. The other 80% has to do with aspects
like stakeholders, procedures, changes of policy or
legislation during the project execution and lack of
project support by communities.

What one thing would you like to see as an outcome to
the project?
As one of the founders of the NETLIPSE project I would
like to see that the comparative case analysis (based on
the 15 projects to be researched) will provide a solid
foundation for the development of an Infra Maturity
Tool. A tool which can serve as a main instrument in an
ex post and ex ante evaluation and in monitoring large
infrastructure projects in Europe. Besides this I would
like to see NETLIPSE develop as a network which can
combine parties to set up tools for learning and sharing
experiences for a long time. These tools will stimulate
active interest in projects and provide added value by
joining a network.

Finally, on a personal note, you have spoken on
professional matters, but what are your other interests?
From time to time it is good to take a distance from work
and the matters you are dealing with. Free time and my
private life is of great importance than. I am privileged
having a warm and nice family. My three children and
their partners work in completely different branches then
me, so I am interested in their work experience and I am
learning from them. Furthermore, I like to spend time at
cultural events like concerts, theatre and the opera. In my
past I enjoyed playing hockey but nowadays I play golf.
I also like to travel, especially in Europe to all those
wonderful cities to enjoy their historical and cultural
aspects. Besides visiting cities, I enjoy walking holidays,
mainly in the Netherlands and in France._

Leendert Bouter (l) and Marcel Hertogh at the Kick-off Conference

London, May 2006

“I wondered:
what are the key factors
to reach a succesful
project result?”
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2nd Netlipse network meeting
Warsaw, Monday 12 & Teusday 13 February 2007

monday

teusday

Day One
Consortium partners only

08.30 - 10.00 Steering Committee

General Public
10.30 - 11.00 Welcome and introduction to Instytut Badawczy Dróg i Mostów (IBDiM)

Prof. Leszek Rafalski, General Director of The Road and Bridge Research Institute, Poland

11.00 - 11.45 Introduction to the Network meeting
NETLIPSE project update
Mr. Marcel Hertogh, NETLIPSE Project Manager

11.45 - 12.00 Coffee break

12.00 - 12.30 NETLIPSE research in practice
Introduction to the knowledge teams: who are they and what will they be doing?
Introduction knowledge team captains
The projects to be researched
The research methodology :knowledge protocol, reporting methodology
Project planning
Prof. Hans-Rudolf Schalcher, Chairman Technical Verification Board

12.30 - 13.30 Lunch

13.30 - 15.00 Research results pilot projects: West Coast Mainline and Betuweroute
Mr. Stuart Baker, Head of National Rail Projects, Department for Transport: Betuweroute
Prof. Geert Teisman, Erasmus University Rotterdam: West Coast Mainline

15.00 - 15.30 Teabreak

15.30 - 16.30 Challenges New Member States
Mr. José Laranjeira Anselmo, European Commission
Mr. Michel Goppel, Director Partner for Roads

16.30 – 17.00 Seventh Research Framework Programme (FP7) and European Platforms
Mr. Andrzej Urbanik, The Road and Bridge Research Institute

18.30 Dinner

Day Two
09.00 – 10.30 Interactive discussion on the future of NETLIPSE

10.30 – 11.00 Coffee Break

11.00 – 12.30 Programme Poland and Presentation A2 and A4 Projects,
Mr. Andrzej Urbanik, The Road and Bridge Research Institute

12.30 – 13.00 Discussion and final conclusion
Mr. Marcel Hertogh, NETLIPSE Project Manager

13.00 – 14.00 Lunch and end of official programme

Optional visit
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Hosts were the Road and Bridge Research Institute of
Poland, who had made excellent arrangements for
participants to both “network” and get to know each
other better – a key aspect of NETLIPSE, as well as learn
more about many of the projects likely to be reviewed as
part of the NETLIPSE work.

The initial results of the examination of the West Coast
Main Line and the Betuweroute were also presented.
These are summarised in separate articles within
this Newsletter. Importantly, the conference focused
participants on the fact this was the half way point in the
present programme. Much work had been carried out,
but much more was necessary over forthcoming months.

The Goals
Marcel Hertoch of AT Osborne reminded the Conference
about the purpose of NETLIPSE. It had been to set up a
network within which knowledge about large infrastructure
projects could be spread and better understood. It allowed
others to benefit from experiences gained by those directly
involved in planning, delivering and funding rail, road
and water schemes. Such experiences could be both good
and bad! There was a wealth of knowledge around the

European Union (and indeed beyond!) which needed to
be captured, analysed, summarised and disseminated.
The European Commission was anxious to expand its
capability of forecasting and monitoring the effectiveness
of major investments in capital projects. The need to
determine priorities, support policy development and
effectively allocate the Commission’s investment, all
needed greater knowledge and intelligence NETLIPSE was
there to do this. No longer was the EU as small club of
nations. There was now a diverse membership with
various and competing claims for financial support. There
were also varying degrees of knowledge and skills in
managing complex projects. Bringing this together was a
key NETLIPSE goal.
A culmination of such activity was the establishment
of an Infra Maturity Tool that would allow for the
quick and efficient implementation of new EU transport
policies. There was a fairly unanimous feeling that this
key product of NETLIPSE should have a more exciting
and “marketable” title. This was an action for all to
think about!

Projects being Reviewed
Eleven projects formed the original basis of NETLIPSE
but the possibility and indeed probability existed for more
to be reviewed.A further four were being “lined up” for
examination. They were the Oresund Bridge, linking
Denmark with Sweden, the E18 Motorway in Finland
and two high speed railways. These were the Madrid –
Valladolid and Nurnberg -Ingolstadt lines. This would
make 15, but a sixteenth – Terminal 5 at London’s
Heathrow Airport was a distinct possibility, depending
upon the time available of those directly involved in
ensuring that this scheme was delivered on time and on
budget.

Already it was possible to see the advantage of network-
ing. The costs and methods used on the high speed rail
routes listed above were proving valuable as comparators
in the development of options to relieve capacity
constraints on the UK’s West Coast Main Line at Stafford.

Report on the Warsaw Conference:

Good progress
so far

The meeting was hosted at

the Polish Road and Bridge Institute

With the delightful background of a snow draped Warsaw and a typical mid
European winter, some 30 representatives of projects and participants involved in
NETLIPSE reviewed work to date and looked forward to future activities.
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Dissemination
Collecting information was one thing - ensuring it was
made known to a wider audience was equally important.
The website was active and was being expanded. The
newsletters were being published (this is the second of
four in the present series) and the knowledge archive was
being established. Pictures “tell a thousand words”!
Everybody was reminded to send in photographs of their
projects to highlight both work in progress and the
“finished product”.

Collecting Knowledge and reaching conclusions
Before dissemination of information, it must be collected.
The pilot projects (West Coast Main Line and the
Betuweroute) had been completed with 13 more to be
done. The Knowledge Team Captains had met in Zurich
during December to plan their work in this connection.
All this activity had to be drawn together before the end
of year, comparisons made between projects & practices
and conclusions reached.

To help understand what was going on, Eddy Westerveld,
from AT Osborne, summarised “NETLIPSE Research in
Practice”. The field work was divided between four
teams, NW Europe, Alps, Central Eastern Europe and
Southern Europe. They are using the Knowledge Protocol
to gather information which would then be pooled to
determine best practices and success factors. From this
would come the Infra Maturity Tool – but perhaps with a
better name!

The aim was also to monitor the development and imple-
mentation of projects, and provide benchmarks against
which to measure success.

Best Practice
What was covered by Best Practice? It meant under-
standing what had gone on with respect to the objectives
(in simple terms why was it being built?) and scope of
the project, relationships with stakeholders, financing,
the management structure, how risks are identified and
managed, the contracting process and legal procedures.

What else to come
Marcel Hertoch reminded the audience that a final report
to the European Commission was needed. Naturally this
would be the culmination of the present NETLIPSE work,
but already issues were being highlighted that could lead
to NETLIPSE TWO. Although it was confidently expected
that the Commission would get value for money from
the volumes of research and conclusions being reached,
further work could possibly substantially enrich decision
making over transport investment. A wide ranging debate
took place over future objectives, the subjects to be
examined, territories (may be to engage with fast growing
China – a key trading partner with the EU) and outputs.
Raising the standards of project management through the
whole of the EU was one option to consider. Pau Lian
Staal Ong led the Conference in a “paper chase” allowing
conference members to write on “post it notes” their
individual ideas and priorities. Pau Lian now has the
challenge of sifting these and reaching some recommen-
dations….she tells more of this elsewhere in the Newsletter.

Thanks
Gratitude goes to Andrzej Urbanik and his colleagues
for the immense amount of work in organising the
Conference and taking care of delegates. It produced a
foundation for working together to share experiences,
growing friendships and enriching the European Union.
Importantly, there was confidence that NETLIPSE was
truly working._

1. West Coast Main Line

2. A2 Motorway

3. A4 Motorway

4. Gotthard Base Tunnel

5. Lyon - Turin Rail Link

6. High Speed Link South

7. Betuweroute

8. TGV Portugal

9. Unterinntalbahn

10. Bratislava Ringroad

11. Via Baltica Road Project

12. E 18 Motorway

13. Madrid - Valladolid

14. Nuremberg - Ingolstadt
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During the Network Meeting in Warsaw, results from
the two pilot projects West Coast Main Line and
Betuweroute were presented by Matt Dillon, Stuart Baker
and Eddy Westerveld, all members of the Knowledge
Team Northern Europe.

This is one of the first projects to be analysed as part of
NETLIPSE. The work was carried out by Marcel Hertoch
and Geert Teisman and presented at the Warsaw
Conference.

Although the West Coast project is now a success story,
that was not always the case. The original plans were
based on a private sector deal to upgrade the line, which
followed on immediately after the privatisation of nance
regime which balanced the need to keep track and signaling
in good order, but allowed a full train service to operate.

This inclusion worked well but was also extended to
external stakeholders (including regional and local
government, user groups) through a comprehensive con-
sultation exercise. This ensured that all knew what was
going to get delivered, when and how. There was "pain"
to go through - some temporary (well all summer- not
quite temporary!) closures to get the rebuilding of the
railway done efficiently and promptly. People appreciated
the openness of those involved with this work. Many had
not been fully informed under the previous scheme or had
been given optimistic and undeliverable promises. The
rejuvenated West Coast Project was about deliverables

(that in itself is a valuable lesson - a major infrastructure
project is about creating an end product which can be
measured in terms of a financial return and /or social
benefits). In the case of West Coast, it was about getting
into service the accelerated timetables, generating new
revenue for railways, offering a better alternative to other
modes and securing a return on the enormous investment
being made.

Success has been achieved and with some significant
stages already introduced; business is increasing
substantially.

What else has been learnt and can be passed on to be
used with other major infrastructure schemes? Well, apart
from involving and listening to everyone who has
a part to play, it was also about seeking their ownership
of what is about to happen. Importantly, avoid unproven
technical innovation, especially where it has to be intro-
duced onto a "live" and strategically important railway.

But don't be afraid of new ideas. Work them up to
reliable products elsewhere. The tilting mechanisms on
the Pendolino trains used on the West Coast Main Line
could at least be tested on special tracks elsewhere.

Another point arising was the fact that this project was
made up of a mix of public private sector bodies, all of
whom worked well because they had a common agenda
and objective. Something to bear in mind for the future.

Results from the pilot projects
West Coast Main Line and Betuweroute

West Coast Trains continue to operate

whilst work continues to upgrade the route



the Betuweroute: Stuart Baker and Matt Dillon from the
UK's Department for Transport investigate this project on
behalf of NETLIPSE.

What is the Betuweroute?
It is a new freight rail route, linking the Port of Rotterdam
with Germany. It consists of 160 km of two track railway,
made up of 112km of entirely new line linking into 48km
of the existing port railway in Rotterdam. The project,
conceived in 1990 and approved in 1994 and was seen,
by the Dutch government, as essential to better link this
major maritime centre with the heart of mainland Europe.
It was perhaps "future proofing" this prime port asset
and ensuring its long term value for not only Holland but
the wider European community.
The cost (some e4.3bn) has been met mostly by the Dutch
government, with a small contribution from the European
Commission. Not unlike the West Coast project. Indeed
a private sector contribution of some e680bn did not
materialise.

It was found that project controls were excellent and had
led to little cost increase since work actually got under
way in 1998. However, in the very early "formative" days
of the project, estimates had changed widely. This was
due to changes in the specification, rather than anything
else. For example, the first idea was to double track an
existing rail route, before the decision was taken to go
for a new route altogether. Then came the need to put
certain sections underground, mainly for "environmental"
reasons.

What emerged from the investigation?
These are some….
The relationship with stakeholders and other partners in
the project were as significant as on West Coast. To quote
from the findings - "relationships are as important as
structure" In organising any project, the sponsor, deliverer
and user should be involved in the work as early as possi-
ble. The "end user(s)" is indeed as important as the
construction team.

As with any major project, largely dependent on the
"public purse", there will be pressures to change scope,
direction and purpose. Even cancellations! Be sure there-
fore, that the objectives and purposes of any project are
set out at an early stage, are supported firmly with

evidence and are not lost or confused as work pro-
gresses. Governments will inevitably change as a project
progresses and there will be a need to make some
adaptation to changes in policy.

It is important, therefore, that relationships with all con-
cerned are maintained. Clear and open communications
are vital, building on support hopefully gained at the ini-
tial stages of the project. There will be different reactions
from each group but once agreement has been reached, it
will be easier to get the project delivered regardless of
changes in government.
Planning a project becomes increasingly more complex
and it is important to draw on practices elsewhere in the
participating organisations. Given the need to address the
numerous and different planning controls, not only in a
single country but a multiplicity of them, this will, no
doubt, be picked up as one of the issues to highlight in
the conclusions of NETLIPSE.

What is it like to be NETLIPSE researcher?
Before presenting the findings to the Warsaw conference,
Matt Dillon took some time out to describe his personal
reactions in being a researcher and sharing some of his
experiences with others who may be doing the same
thing. Matt found that following a number of simple rules
would provide the best results.

Good prior preparation was essential. Gather data about
the project, make a site visit and get to understand the
project as much as possible, so that a meaningful dialogue
takes place with those intimately involved in the subject
under scrutiny.

Those interviewed should be key personnel from the
organisations involved with sponsorship, delivery and end
users. The latter is important - a project is not only about
the building but the service or outputs that will be provid-
ed once the building work is finished.

The interviews should be semi scripted so that there is
structure and areas of interest are fully covered. Matt
found that quite often both interviewer and interviewee
could empathise with one another. Both had faced similar
problems, but importantly both could learn from each
other.

Language was not a serious barrier, provided plain and
straightforward English was spoken. The use of jargon,
whilst inevitable, should be avoided at all costs. Each
of us use expression and words unique to a particular
subject and alien to all others!

Other "to tips" - Interview in different locations, prefer-
ably on site or nearby and allow no more than an hour
and half for each session. Ensure the interviewer is aware
of the topic areas but not necessarily the detailed
questionnaire. Treat the session are informal but business
like…. Not adversarial, but one that secures a consensus._
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For more information on the
NETLIPSE project please see the
website www.netlipse.eu,
or contact the Project Manager:

AT Osborne B.V.
Mr. Marcel Hertogh
P.O. Box 8017
3503 RA Utrecht, The Netherlands

Email: mca@atosborne.nl
Fax: +31 (0)30 – 293 69 44
Telephone: +31 (0)30 – 291 69 01
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NETLIPSE Calender:

- May - October 2007 Research of all projects involved in NETLIPSE
- 5 & 6 November 2007 Network Meeting Lisbon, Portugal
- November 2007 Newsletter Number 3
- May 2008 Publication TEN Brochure and Final Conference in The Netherlands

Newsletter Number 3 is expected in November 2007

The Portuguese government has approved the construc-
tion of three high speed railway lines, from the capital
Lisbon to Oporto and connections to Spain namely, from
Lisbon to Madrid and from Oporto to Vigo. Total length
of these projects is approximately 600 kilometers (in
Portugal). It is intended to be an impulse factor for the
economic development of Portugal and to reinforce the
integration into the Iberian and European space, through
the interoperability with European Railway Networks, as
part of the 30 priority programs of the Trans-European
Rail Network.

The Lisbon-Oporto High Speed Line (HSL) is approxi-
mately 300 km long and is dedicated for passenger traffic.
A maximum travel time of 1h15´ was settled for the direct
connection between Lisbon and Oporto, which requires
the adoption of a design speed of 300 km/h. Besides the
cities of Lisbon and Oporto, this line will serve intermedi-
ate stations located at the cities of Aveiro, Coimbra and
Leiria, and also at the future Lisbon International Airport,

in Ota. The construction is foreseen to start in 2009 and
the operation to begin in 2015. The total cost will be
4500 m €.
The preliminary design and environmental studies are
under completion and is foreseen that the Environmental
Approval will be obtained until mid 2008.

It is worth to be mentioned that during the viability and
preliminary studies powerful computation tools were used
aiming at the optimization of the solutions and costs. This
enables the calculation of an optimized layout very quick-
ly, taking into account the orography, the restrictions (e.g.
protect sensitive social, environmental and cultural
heritage areas) and the railway parameters.

Under the scope of the Netlipse research the Lisbon-
Oporto HSL Case Study Report has already been con-
cluded and approved. Best practices and lessons learnt
identified in this case study are presented. When the
interviews were undertaken the Project was in the phase
of the development of studies and its Business Model had
not been defined._

Netlipse in Portugal
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